Chevy malibu headlights not working

With that in mind, it can be tremendously useful to start off by looking at whether both, or just
one, of your headlights have failed, and whether or not the high or low beam mode still works.
When headlights stop working, it's usually an electrical problem or an physical issue with the
bulbs themselves. In order to get to the bottom of the situation as quickly as possible, it's
important to make note of exactly what type of failure you have experienced. Based on which
bulbs have stopped working, and under what circumstances, you can use the following
information to narrow down a solution:. Neither of the headlights work. Most total headlight
failures are caused by a bad component like a fuse, relay, or module. Wiring problems can also
cause both headlights to stop working. If just one bulb fails to work in either high beam mode or
low beam mode, it may be the bulb. Most headlight failures that are limited to just high or low
beams are related to a relay or the high beam control switch. Headlights work but seem dim.
The cause : Foggy lenses, worn out bulbs, or a charging system issue. The fix : Clean the
lenses, replace the bulbs, or repair the charging system. If your headlights always seem dim,
the problem could be foggy lenses or worn out bulbs. If your headlights seem to dim during
specific circumstances, there may be a charging system issue. Other headlight problems are
also caused by some combination of bad bulbs, wiring or relay problems, and bad switches.
Most headlight systems are pretty straightforward and include a few basic components like the
bulbs, a relay, a fuse, and a switch. There are variations on this basic theme, like some vehicles
have daytime running lights, adaptive headlights , or other little wrinkles like fog lights , but the
idea is still the same. When you turn on your headlights, that switch activates a relay. That
relay, in turn, actually provides the electrical connection between your headlight bulbs and the
battery. Fuses are also involved in order to provide a sacrificial failure point to protect the rest
of the wiring. In the same way that your headlight switch activates a relay to provide power to
the headlights, operating your high beam control will generally activate a relay to turn on the
high beams. In the case of dual filament headlight capsules, this literally sends power to the
high beam filament. If any of these components stop working properly, your headlights will fail.
And by looking at the way they failed, you can usually backtrack to figure out the best place to
start troubleshooting. Fixing a burned-out headlight is usually a pretty easy job, but there are
cases where you may want to go straight to a mechanic. If you don't own some basic tools and
diagnostic equipment , like screwdrivers and a voltmeter, then you may want to think about
taking your car to a professional during daylight hours. If you do take your car to a shop, they'll
probably start with a visual inspection of the headlight system, check your fuses, and take a
look at the switch and relays. Replacing a burned out headlight usually only takes a few
minutes, but the diagnostic procedure could take between half an hour and an hour, or even
more, if you're dealing with a more complicated problem. The diagnostic procedure that a
professional technician will actually follow is similar to the one outlined below. So if you want to
know more about what to expect when you take your car in to have your headlights fixed, you
may want to read on. When one headlight stops working, and the other one works just fine, the
problem is usually just a burned-out bulb. If the connector has come loose, pushing it back on
may fix the problem. Another factor to take into account before you replace a burnt-out
headlight capsule is whether or not there were any outside causes for the failure. Regular
halogen capsules can last anywhere from to 1, hours. One easy thing to look for is any water or
condensation inside the headlight assembly. If the seal is worn out or deteriorated, or the
housing itself is cracked, water can easily get inside. When that happens, the operational
lifespan of your headlight capsule will be severely compromised, and the only fix is to replace
the headlight assembly. Traditional halogen headlight failures are usually pretty
straightforward, but things can get more complicated when you're dealing with xenon or HID
headlights. Although it is possible for an HID bulb to burn out, there are several other potential
points of failure that you have to look at. The bulb may have burned out, or the problem could
have to do with a bad ignitor or wiring issue. Any oils or other contaminants from your hands,
or anywhere else, will greatly shorten the operational lifespan of the bulbs. If you aren't
absolutely confident in your ability to swap the bulbs without contaminating the glass envelope,
don't do it. You may destroy, or drastically shorten the life of, your good bulb. The main
exception is when one headlight burns out first, goes unnoticed for some time, and then the
other bulb also fails. If you suspect that the bulbs may be bad, and you own a voltmeter, you
may want to start the troubleshooting procedure by checking for power at the headlights. The
best way to do this is to turn the headlight switch on, connect the negative lead on your meter
to a known good ground, and touch the positive lead to each headlight connector terminal. One
of the terminals should show battery voltage, and the other two should show nothing if the
problem is burned out bulbs. You can then attempt to activate your high beams, which should
result in a different terminal showing battery voltage. If this is the case, then replacing the bulbs
should fix your problem. The first, and easiest, component to check is the headlight fuse.

Depending on how your headlight circuit is set up, there may be one fuse or multiple fuses for
the headlights. If you find a blown fuse, then replacing it may fix the problem. In the event that
the new fuse blows, that indicates a problem elsewhere in the circuit, and substituting a higher
amperage fuse could cause catastrophic damage. You should find battery voltage on both sides
of the fuse. The next step is to locate and inspect the headlight relay. If you pull the relay and
shake it, and you hear something rattling inside, then it has probably failed. Discoloration on
the base or terminals may also indicate a problem. In that case, you can easily swap the
headlight relay with an identical component. If the headlights start working at that point, then
the relay was the problem. Beyond that, the diagnostic procedure is a little more complicated. In
order to determine whether the relay or switch is bad, you would have to check if the relay
receives power when the headlight switch is activated. If your vehicle has a headlight module,
daytime running light module, or another similar component, then the diagnostic procedures
can be even more complex. In those cases, the best course of action is to rule out everything
another component first. Many of the same problems that can cause headlights to stop working
altogether can also cause just low or high beams to malfunction. If you find that just one bulb
shuts off when you activate the high beams, but the other works just fine, then the high beam
filament is probably burnt out in the first bulb. The same is true if one bulb works on high
beams but now low. In most cases, the failure of high or low beams is due to a relay or switch
problem, and the troubleshooting procedure is similar to the one outlined above. The difference
is that some vehicles have a separate relay just for the high beams, and the high beam, passing,
or dimmer switch may or may not be integrated into the headlight switch. When headlights stop
working, they generally stop working altogether. The first is that headlights actually do lose
brightness as they age. So if it has been a long time since you replaced your headlights, a brand
new set of bulbs may shine a light on your problem. Dirty, foggy, or oxidized headlight lenses
can also cause an issue by blocking some of the light. Dirt is easy to see and clean, while foggy
lenses usually indicate the intrusion of water into the headlight assemblies. While it is
sometimes possible to drill a small hole into a headlight assembly to drain out water, doing so
may not represent a permanent fix. In some cases, you will have to actually replace the
headlight assembly. Oxidation of headlight lens covers can often be dealt with through
reconditioning. This is a process that involves removing the oxidation with an abrasive and then
applying a protective clear coat. If your headlights only seem dim when the engine is idling, and
the brightness seems to change with the RPM, then the problem may have to do with the
electrical system. The most common culprit is a bad alternator or a loose belt. This is usually
due to the installation of power-hungry aftermarket components, like a custom sound system
with a powerful amplifier. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator
of a popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major
trade publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on December 01, Michael Barton Heine
Jr. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Article reviewed on Aug 28, Tweet Share Email. High
intensity discharge HID headlights can also fail due to other associated components. Was this
page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try
again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire.
Since the bulbs are not easy to access testing begins at the underhood fuse box. Fuse number
7 is for the left low beam and fuse number 9 is for the right low beam headlight. The fuses need
to be checked with the lights turned on. If the fuses are good and properly powered the problem
is likely blown bulbs. At least it is between the fuse box, the bulbs and the bulb grounds. All of
the interior switches, relays, wiring and computers are eliminated as possible causes. The first
step in getting to the headlight bulbs is to remove the top filler panel by removing the push pin
retainers and screws. Next remove the front fender inner liner screws and push pin retainers.
There are quite a few as shown in the following pictures. From inside the wheel well remove the
front fascia bolt as shown below. There is another bolt a few inches forward of this visible bolt
that needs to be loosened. It does not have to be fully removed. The plastic wheel well liner will
have to be bent backwards to gain access. Full removal of the liner makes this easier but also
takes more time. Carefully pull the fascia loose from the fender. In the picture below you will see
that I went to the trouble of working inside the wheel well to remove the bolts that hold the
attaching bracket to the front edge of the fender. This step is not needed but it did allow me the
chance to better show you how the fascia is attached to the fender retaining clip. In the next
picture you can see how the latching fingers and tabs line up and secure together. Hopefully
this will make it easier for you to see how the detach the fascia without any damage to the paint,
fender or fascia. With the side of the fascia pulled loose the side attaching screw for the
headlight assembly can be removed. The upper edge of the fascia is attached to the fender in
the same manner as the side. You will need to pull up on the fascia while wiggling and slightly
flexing the fascia to release the clips. Once the upper edge is free it can be pulled back slightly

to expose the inner headlight assembly attaching screw. Maneuver the light assembly around to
free it from the car far enough to access the rear of the assembly. Now the bulb can be removed
with a twist. The bulbs were indeed blown and replacing them was all that was needed to fix this
problem but that was enough. When installing the fascia line up all of the edges and pop the
panel back into the retaining clips. To first and then the sides. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Skip to content. This Chevrolet Malibu came in with the complaint that both low beam
headlights do not work. There are four push pins and ten screws. The lower front splash shield
also needs to be removed. Share Your Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Chevrolet Malibu owners have reported problems related to headlights under the
exterior lighting category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Malibu based on all problems
reported for the Malibu. I have had recurring and constant problems with the low beam
headlights and electrical connections in this car. I've already had the passengers side headlight
and drivers side headlight "fixed" between 3 and 4 times. The drivers side low beam is out again
as of 2 days ago. As far as the electrical problems, my trunk pop button doesn't work, the rr
passengers side door doesn't lock, and I sometimes have trouble getting any of the buttons on
my dash to work to change or control anything in the car. I have the same problem with the
buttons on my steering wheel. My car has just over 70, miles on it. The headlight being out is
always an issue when I'm driving. I got pulled over twice the other night because the headlight
was out. There needs to be a recall issued for this problem - I've done my research and I know
that lots of people have the same problem with this car. Not to mention the labor involved to
even access the headlight. It's maddening to have wasted a lot of money to not have this issue
fixed. I've had the bulb replaced multiple times, new pigtails installed and even removed the day
time running lights connection from the fuse box because I read that having that connected
might contribute to the headlight issue. Even that didn't work. Chevy needs to issue a recall. To
have this constant issue is ridiculous. See all problems of the Chevrolet Malibu. Steering gets
hard to maneuver while driving all lights come on on the dashboard and have to stop and reset
vehicle, headlights work when they want to. I was driving on a highway when my steering got
hard to use. I had to get on the shoulder and reset the battery, in order to get home safely. My
low beam headlights keep going out even after I change them. The driver side has been
changed 3 times, everytime it went out immediately afterwards. This last time it went out within
two hours after changing it. It doesn't help that I have to do take the entire bumper off to change
the headlight; not making it the easiest task. Passenger side low beam headlight goes out
randomly. Wiring and headlight have been replaced, and does not seem to solve this issue. This
happens approx. Every 6 months if not more. You have to remove the front bumper to get to the
headlight which is a pain if done yourself. Very expensive if you pay a mechanic. I've been
seeing many complaints about headlight failure. Low beam headlight on the right side. Plus you
have to take off the front trim panel to access the bulb. Very bad design. Passenger side
low-beam head light keeps going out, and have to replace every six months or less. Very costly
due to design. Front bumper needs to be removed to get to headlight. Have had different
mechanics change and issue continues to be the same. Headlights burn out within a few
months of replacement. Have had to replace two to three times a year. Poor design means the
entire front end of the car must be removed to access and change headlight bulbs. Bulbs have
gone out while driving on the highway, making a very unsafe situation. Had to run on high
beams only for approx 2 months cause both low beams went out a couple of months after
replacing them. Been buying the higher end bulbs and been careful to not touch them. Had to
replace yet other bulb tonight cause high beam went out. Replaced 1 high beam and 2 low
beams and the passenger side low beam went out on the way home about 15 miles. I've
changed my passenger side low beam headlight 3 times and it keeps going out. I've had this
done 3 times since September Also, my lock and unlock buttons do not work, except for on the
passenger side, only the unlock side of the button works. I've had this car since September or
October I believe of Passenger low beam headlight burned out 6 times and had to be replaced
each time. Driver's side low beam burned out twice and replaced each time. Both headlights
were replaced every time one went out. This was done to be safe as it is difficult and time
consuming to replace. Currently driver's side is very dim and passenger side is out again and
vehicle cannot be driven at night. Lights have gone out at random times and have caused very
poor night vision. Luckily no accidents, but have been pulled over twice because of the issue. A
couple incidents the headlights would go on and off when hit bumps in road. I read many
reviews and believe this is a very common issue, gm is aware of the problem and has not
recalled the vehicles to fix it. That problem his causing high voltage which keeps causing
electrical issues like burning cables to the headlights and not getting power to multiple interior
equipment such as the ipc which stops working while driving and I am no longer able to my

speed and other information. I also get a engine power reduced error from a bad connected
from the app to the bcm, code p My headlights have been replaced 3 times in the past 2 years
twice in the past 6 months. I have to take it to a mechanic shop because the front bumper has to
be removed. This last time, the left low beam light, would go on and off and then it just finally
went out. It did not matter if I was sitting still or if the car was in motion, however, I did notice it
happened more when I would hit bumps. It is almost like their is a loose wire somewhere. This
vehicle needs to be recalled to fix the faulty issues that myself and others are having. The
headlights keep breaking. The right side more often. I see these Malibu's on the road all the time
with a headlight out. It's expensive to replace and shouldn't happen as often as it does. The
low-beam headlights keep burning out. A melted socket was the first issue. It was repaired a
month ago and now the same problem is again at play. There must be an electrical short. This is
a common problem with these vehicles that many have reported. It costs dearly to have a
mechanic take apart the front of the vehicle and work on the lights since you must take off the
whole front bumper to access the headlights. I have paid for repair and bulb replacement
already in the past 2 months. To see it happening again is very discouraging. I have repeatedly
replaced the passenger side low beam headlight bulb. Once I did it 3 times in two months. When
they went out they would go out sometimes and then come back on the next day and go out
again. The fourth time I took off the entire bumper to change the light because the ridiculous
design of the car requires you to do this the light came on as I was removing the lamp from its
place in to bumper I left it in and put the light back in and the bumper back on it worked for one
day and went out again. I decided to register this complaint after finding a website where I went
to try to figure out what was going on. At that website, I found many people describing the same
problem that I was having, all but one were experiencing this problem on the passenger side. I
realize it is dangerous to drive with only one lamp, but the frequency of the problem makes it
time an cost prohibitive to continually replace the bulb, especially when it goes out soon after it
is replaced. It is very frustrating, I felt I had to do this after trying to fix it again last week. The
problem has occurred periodically over the last two years with the most recent occurance on
July 8, The low beam headlights on my vehicle burn out and need to be replaced every months
times per year for the last 6 years I have owned the vehicle. This is not only an expensive repair
because my mechanic needs to remove the bumper in order to complete it , but extremely
dangerous. Multiple times my headlights have suddenly stopped working at night without
warning. Sometimes pulling over and hitting the headlight assembly will cause it to have a
better connection again, causing the lights to work, but this fix is only temporary. My
complaints to the manufacturer have gone unheard. It is clear that the manufacturer needs to
provide for a heavier connector than the oem part, and perhaps different bulbs, to remedy this
safety issue. In the year it should not be so difficult to keep both low beam headlights running! I
can get around the issue by using my high beam lights, but this is hazardous to other motorists.
It is a poor design, and I am convinced that there will not be a satisfactory fix for this safety
issue until NHTSA compels gm to issue a recall. The left headlight doesn't get power. The low
beams to be exact. But now both low beams aren't getting power. The radio doesn't get power
either. I believe it's a faulty wire harness. Please recall this vehicle. The lights go out at random
times both moving and stationary. It's uncontrollable, also very unsafe for who ever is in the
vehicle. My chevy Malibu passenger side low beam has gone out for the second time in less
than a year. After doing some research, I found this is a common issue for the chevy Malibu.
Entries stating similar issues specifically effecting the same passenger side low beam, totaled
more than on carproblemzoo. Com this is not only a monetary issue, not only a resource issue,
but a significant risk to operator and bystander safety. If gm does not acknowledge they have
supplied a faulty product, as described by the hundreds of complaints listed online, they are
complicit to any accidents or injury caused by their lack of action and concern. My own
experience has been frightening, noticing a lack of power after I'm already on the road, only
seeing one light from my car reflecting on another car or surface. The general public takes great
care to make sure their vehicles can both safely operate and transport themselves and others.
With this damaged part in chevy's Malibu, making great strides for a safe vehicle could be for
nothing if the light does not do its job. With this in mind, please consider the climate we live in
today. The difference between a faulty headlight, and a reliable light, could mean life or death
not only for those on the road, but for poc, targeted by police, for a faulty headlight. In , darrius
stewart was a passenger in a chevy Malibu. He unjustly lost his life to a police officer after the
driver was pulled over for what do you ask? Darrius stewart. General motors- recall. Read more
The low beam portion of headlights started going out and back on periodically while driving I've
replaced the bulbs twice within 6 months and it continues to repeat issue the bulbs are not
blown. Multiple reports online of this issue but no recall. If headlights fail during dark driving
conditions could cause serious or even fatal accidents. The information online suggests wiring

harness issues. There is a situation happening with the headlight. The electrical system is so
compromised that it melts and destroys the connections. I have replaced tons of bulbs and now
the light connector is eroding because of excessive heat conductivity within the system.
Headlights and high beams keep going out got the changed 6 times in less than 4 months came
back on one time when I had the anti theft problem and had to jump my car but then back to
being out again. Passenger side headlight intermittently goes out for no apparent reason. The
vehicle could be stationary or in motion and it does not matter. Sometimes the light will go out
and back on when moving over a bumpy road. Within a year I have had to have the headlight
bulbs in my chevi Malibu replaced 7 times. That is insane! The replacement is no easy fix as the
bumper and wheel cover have to be removed to get access. This is extremely frustrating and
needs a recall to fix this once for all. Headlights repeatedly go out, even after changing the low
beam lights almost every month. Low beams will randomly go on and off, stationary or in
movement. I live in the city, most times driving in darkness. Very dangerous. I have had to
replace my passenger and drivers side headlights for the 5th time in the last 3 years. Just
replaced the passenger headlight last week and exactly a week later, it is back out on the same
side, 6th time. Imagine me having to doing this that much because it is mandatory to get
repaired. I can not drive with one headlight or none. One blows and a few months later the other
blows or the same. It is hard to tell exactly at what point it happens because at times you just
don't know it is out until someone calls you or a kind driver let's you know. I found out this last
time by pulling into my garage and seeing the dim glare on the front wall as I was pulling in.
There are lots of others with this problem in the google search for a resolution. People have
tried several options for repairs and no luck. This must be recalled. The chevy Malibu design to
repair the headlight makes it highly inconvenient for my pockets due to the cost of labor. Many
shops have refused servicing me because of the amount of time it takes to get to the headlight
by taking off the bumper and the number of screws to be removed etc. Totally unacceptable and
unlucky being an owner of this vehicle. Passenger side low beam headlight goes out
intermittently. Bulb is not burnt out. Have replaced complete harness, usually solves problem
for a month or so and then light goes out again. Have changed grounding also but problem still
persists. I know I'm not the only one experiencing this issue, it is all over the internet with
others having the same exact problem. On information panel I received a message that the
blinker light was out I've changed the bulb an now no working headlights or taillight. The esc
turns off pretty much every time I drive the car. Last Monday the check engine light came on
when the transmission was slipping m. The the transmission would no longer shift and the
solenoid is stuck open while driving home from work. When the car only has , miles on it. The
transmission has been running slow on acceleration but has never been stuck in first gear
leaving me left on the side of the road waiting for help to come get me. I have no pictures since
my car is at the dealership waiting for me to either go get or pay for the transmission. I have a
chevy Malibu and the passenger headlight keeps going out. Not burning out, but quits working!
I have gone to change the bulb and we realized that it wasn't burnt out. All the other lights on
that side work fine. We wiggles some wires and it would work again. A few times we could tap
on the headlight assembly and it would come back on. So we put it together again and it worked
fine for 2 weeks or so before it went out again. I have had the same problem for months now. My
headlight both sides at different times keep going out. I've probably changed my headlights at
least 6 times in the past 6 months. I've had the headlight harness changed as well because that
burned out. I've read so many complaints about the same issue, chevy needs to do something
about this. I'm so sick of buying headlights, harnesses, and paying for service!! Turning right
onto highway when power steering went out completely. Ended up in the oncoming traffic lane.
Had to have car towed. After 24 hours the power steering was back on. Passenger headlight has
been changed 4 times in 2 years and out again. Bulb connector was changed and harness was
changed. When driving my vehical all of a sudden the lower stearing went out and all these
warning lights come on. It's super hard to steer I have 3 kids that ride in this car everyday and
it's very dangerous. Also my headlight drivers side has gone out 4 times in the past 6 months
and its very expensive to fix!. With in the last 10 to 12 months I've had 5 headlights burn out.
One the module had melted. The current light out is once again on the passenger side that burnt
out January 24, So far to date it's been 2 on the driver side, 3 on the passenger side. Esc turns
off and on by itself while driving. Service power steering light comes on and the wheel is hard to
turn I have to kill the car and restart it to get it to start working again. When I press my breaks
the car jerks and the esc acvtive light comes on. The passenger side headlight goes in and out
by itself I've replaced the bulb but it seems to be a wiring issue. The passenger side low beam
headlight has gone out 3 times in the past 2 years. The fuse was not blown any of the three
times. Car Problems. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 1. Headlights problem of the
Chevrolet Malibu 2. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 3. Headlights problem of the

Chevrolet Malibu 4. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 5. Headlights problem of the
Chevrolet Malibu 6. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 7. Headlights problem of the
Chevrolet Malibu 8. Headlights problem of the Chevrolet Malibu 9. Headlights problem of the
Chevrolet Malibu Problem Category Number of Problems Headlights problems Exterior Lighting
problems. Brake Light problems. Turn Signal problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light Switch
problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light problems. Turn Signal Switch problems. Hazard
Flashing Warning Light Unit problems. Turn Signal Flasher Unit problems. Tail Light Switch
problems. Required by law around the world, low beam and high beam headlights help you see
and be seen, in all kinds of weather and at any hour of the day. For most vehicles, headlights
are a basic electrical system, controlled by switches and relays to turn them on and off. If your
high beams stop working, here are nine of the most-common causes. Headlight bulbs are
available in every autoparts store and many other stores, so it should be easy to find what you
need. Finally, practice using a digital multimeter so you can rule out electrical problems before
replacing other components. A fuse protects the wiring from damage, in case too much current
is being drawn through the high beam circuit. Repeated blown fuses require more diagnosis to
pinpoint excessive current. The headlight switch powers a relay, which powers the headlight
bulb. This protects the headlight switch from the high current used by the high beam
headlights. To get the xenon and salts to plasma state, the HID generator bumps the voltage up
to 30, V, then stabilizes around 90 V when the bulb is in operation. The most common short
circuit is caused by damaged wiring, perhaps due to a crash, damaged connector, or poor
aftermarket accessory installation practices. Broken wiring simply stops current flow, while
chafed or damaged wiring might send it elsewhere, to ground or to another circuit. Loose or
corroded connections, especially at the headlight bulb, can overheat and melt. A failing
headlight switch is uncommon, because the headlight switch is inside the vehicle and
well-protected. Still, if you drive a lot, especially at night when you must constantly change
between high beams and low beams, you might wear out the headlight switch. On some
vehicles, particularly those with HID headlights or solid-state circuit protection Zener diodes or
high beam circuit breakers installing the wrong bulb might result in intermittent headlight
operation or no high beams at all. This can happen if greasy fingerprints cause part of the bulb
to heat unevenly, breaking it. If you have multiple headlight bulb failures, make sure you are
especially clean when doing the job. If necessary, handle the bulb with clean latex or nitrile
gloves. Finally, if the bulb is dirty, clean it with a fresh alcohol pad before installation. Headlight
bulbs are available in every auto parts store, so it should be easy to find what you need.
Benjamin Jerew. Benjamin Jerew is an ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with over a
decade of experience in auto repair, maintenance, and diagnosis. Fixing Your High Beam
Headlights Headlight bulbs are available in every auto parts store, so it should be easy to find
what you need. Bob answered 5 years ago. Check the car's alternator charging voltage. If the
same bulb keeps burning out the alternator may be putting too much voltage. Voltage measured
at the battery engine running should be Also Jim is correct, touching today's bulbs with bare
fingers may cause them to soon fail. If you do touch one, use rubbing alcohol and clean the
glass surface of the bulb to remove the oils from your fingerprints. Bltrn23 answered 3 years
ago. Matt answered 3 years ago. I was having the same problem. Mark answered 3 years ago. I
have a Chevy Malibu and the passenger headlight keeps going out. Not burning out, but quits
working! All the other lights on that side work fine. A few times I could tap on the headlight
assembly and it would come back on. I took it apart and found that the plastic connector was
broken and shorted out, so I ordered a new wiring harness that goes from the ground wire split
to the headlight assembly, put it together and it worked fine for 2 days and went out again. I
took the front end off AGIAN and unplugged the bulb and plugged it back in and it works fine
again. Keri answered 3 years ago. I have the same issue. Weird that we all have an issue with
the passenger side low-beam. I changed the headlight Nov 5th and again on new years day. It is
out again but not always. This morning I hit a bump in the road and it came back on. So
frustrating since it's so much work to get to the bulb. I will be trying to change the pigtail this
weekend if it's warm enough out. Gotta love having a headlight out every few weeks in
Minnesota winter. Kat answered 3 years ago. Maybe time to contact the Chevrolet? Strange we
are all having the same exact problem. Go to WWW. GOV to report issue. If enough people
report, they may issue a recall. GuruYS19P answered 2 years ago. High beam fine. Chevy
replaced the pigtail, still going out. GuruYPM38 answered 2 years ago. I have a Malibu Chevy
Malibu and it's doing the same thing right weird what's going on. GuruYR3L3 answered 2 years
ago. Same here also. Ive changed the bulb 3 times within the last couple months. Tini81
answered 2 years ago. I usually can hit the dash right in the middle and it comes back on but
here lately it don't want to come back on. Scares me to drive it. I have never owned a bigger
piece of junk in my life!!! Less than , miles and we have rebuilt the motor. Its broke down more

than its running and its been taken care of!!! Timothy answered 2 years ago. What are the odds
that both pigtails have to be replaced. Still have high beams, keep losing low beams. I'm
puzzled. I have a Malibu with similar issues. After replacing the passenger headlight 5 or 6
times, I brought it to a Chevy service department. The technician suggested I purchase a partial
wiring harness like I've seen pictured here. I thanked him, purchased and installed the partial
harness. I just noticed the same headlight is out again. Going for diagnosis tomorrow. Nick
answered 2 years ago. Same issue with Malibu LTZ. Passenger low beam keeps goin out.
GuruW83CK answered 2 years ago. GuruWRY4J answered 2 years ago. Malibu passenger side
low beam went out for the 3rd time within a year. Ever since i own this car, its full of problem. I
have the same problem with my I finally just changed the whole pigtail set which literally cost
only maybe 20 something dollars online. Once I changed it, I never had a problem again. Will
answered 2 years ago. My opinion, the daytime running lights on this model aren't really
daytime running lights at all. This will be my 4th time doing them today, and my plan is to pull
the relay or fuse for the daytime running lights. I almost guarantee this is the issue. Scoopers
answered 2 years ago. We have the same issue. Low beam on passenger side stops working,
followed later by driver's side stopping. Noticed it wasn't burning out the bulbs after replacing
them about 5 times. Replaced the pig tail. Replaced both low beam lights. Lights stayed working
for a couple weeks. Both low beam stopped again yesterday. Going to report it as soon as I can
find who to report it to. Hopefully we'll get enough to report it that they'll issue a recall.
CCrider27 answered 2 years ago. Recall to the Freaking Max!!!!! Wdmnt answered 2 years ago.
Same problem here and I asked a garage yesterday about it. They said that they sell an updated
wiring harness only from the dealer for my Malibu I will be calling on Monday and getting it
cause this girl is sick of pulling the bumper off. Anyone think this will help my blinker issue I
have to hold down the blinker thing to get them to work. Hopefully the new harness will change
that problem too. I will let you know how I made out! My garage quoted me to change it!!!
Nxtyme answered 2 years ago. I have the same problem also with my Chevy Malibu LT I have
changed the passenger side low beam twice.. The second time it worked for 3 days before going
out again. Making an appointment at the dealership so they can fix it once and for all. Pull out
the daytime running light relay and it should resolve the issue. Worked for me. No more daytime
running lights but who cares. See my above response for the reason why this works. Tyerra
answered 2 years ago. I have a Chevy Malibu and I have replaced my passenger low beam bulb
twice as well. I'm reporting this as well. What is the best thing to do? Casey answered 2 years
ago. Anybody know what the reason for that is is this all connected together? GuruVD1KW
answered 2 years ago. I have a same problem with my Malibu. In March my passenger light went
off and would come back on sporadically when hitting a bump. But eventually would go out
again. I checked the socket and it was completely melted looking inside. So ordered and I
stalled pigtail. Solved the Problem or so I thought. June same king happened this time to driver
side. I knew the fix and once again fixed it using new pigtail harness. One month later and now
the passenger side is out again. Based on my experience the problem is that there is excessive
heat bing created and it is causing the plastic in and around the low beam socket to melt thus
causing lack of contact between the bulb and the socket. Bbrad answered 2 years ago. Justin
answered 2 years ago. The same thing keeps happening to my Malibu! It's gone out 4 times in 3
years! Omar answered 2 years ago. Same issue here with the passenger low beam headlight, it
went off twice and each time I fix it i have to replace the connector. RobertE answered 2 years
ago. Same issue. I have a Malibu. Corbin answered 2 years ago. OMG I'm not alone. I have
replaced my melted pigtails 3 times now. Get up this morning and my passenger side is out
again I'm pulling my hair out here. Anybody find something that works???? Matt answered 2
years ago. Bro, i feel ya. Its been 6 months and no problems. Same issue here Soo annoying I
know someone said O'Rielly's or Autozone will change bulb free if you purchase new bulb from
them, but not in Lafayette, LA! They claim its up to thier discretion and since Chevy Malibu is a
pain in the ass to change No can do!! GuruX9Y55 answered 2 years ago. First time I replaced
myself being careful not to touch the glass , second time my dealership service switched it out.
Has stayed working ever since. No sooner did I get the driver's side working, the passenger
side started failing. Took it in today for the 4th time. Changed harness on the 3rd time Each time
it was replaced, the duration it lasted got shorter. Just before this 4th time, it would quit at
night, but work again next day, until it finally stopped. After today's replacement, lasted about 2
hours. My dealer service tech researched finding similar feedback as noted in earlier comments.
Service Mgr going to confer with nearby Chevy Service Mgr to brainstorm. I'm going to see if
they have considered issues noted here previously. This has literally put me out of work. One
"good" thing from coming across this site, is finding out I'm not alone. Found what appears to
be a response from a Chevrolet Customer Care person??? GuruX9XSH answered 2 years ago. I
also see the Police with one light out on their cars. Mitchell answered 2 years ago. The best way

is to replace the whole wire harness. It is also the easiest way as you don't have to sodder or
connect any wires. Stacy answered 2 years ago. I have a Chevy Malibu and have changed the
headlights several times- there was a recall on it sometime ago but i think there is problems
with the wiring and now since I have changed the headlights so many times the clips and bolts
have broken and my whole front end is zip tied and taped together Note to self for next car
purchase how do you change the headlights this has been the biggest headache of this vehicle.
Just checking back in to confirm. Headlights are still good for me after pulling the daytime
running light relay. Maybe the added resistance is what is causing y'all pigtails and wiring to
cook that doesn't sound right but i'm not an engineer. But i was changing them every other
month and it's been 4 months since pulling that relay-- no issues. Tara answered 2 years ago.
Malibubreeze answered 2 years ago. Changed pigtails then 3 weeks later changed whole light
assembly. Light is out again. Beyond frustrated!! GuruXSYL8 answered 2 years ago. I have a
and it's the passenger high beam, then 2 weeks later the driver side went out, replaced them.
They worked for 2 days, then passenger went out and yesterday the driver side went out!!
Jonathan answered 2 years ago. Guys your lights are not goin out I have the same problem.
They go on and off like there's a bad wire smh they need to find a solution adsp. Darci answered
2 years ago. Its a problem especially when I was driving late at night with my son in the car and
both lights went out. Luckly my high beams worked. On another note, I've figured out a way you
dont have to take the whole front end off and its so much quicker! Playgroundjr answered 2
years ago. You have to pop off the bumper a little bit on the side you are changing. You dont
have to remove the long plastic cover along the front under the hood if you don't want to.
Remove wheel well cover as usual turn the wheel to reach the bolts you need there is like 2 or 3.
Tug the bumper out enough to loosen the head light up b pull out slightly. There ya go. If you've
done any of this hopefully you can get the idea. Ill try and get pictures or a video up for a visual.
GingerBanditPie answered 2 years ago. Same issue! Replaced bulb like 10 times but high beam
on passenger side has gone out now too. If I hit I hard enough, the low beam comes back on for
a random duration of time. Going to look into replacing harness or pigtails. Replacing fuses
today to see if that helps. The high-beam is fine, but it's not appropriate to just ride around
everywhere all the time with high-beams on, and for our family, every time this happens, it
means a trip to the mechanic, leaving my car for most of the day, making special arrangements
to my work schedule, etc. I'm also getting a service airbag light, the transmission had to be
replaced at about 63k miles, and although I've been a lifelong GM car purchaser - having had
Saturn and Geo's before this I'm unhappy enough that my next car is unlikely to be a GM
product. I can't keep having this problem. I have a 08 chevy malibu and just started having this
issue this past year. I changed the low beam passenger headlight 3 times this year. My low
beam connector is fried. I will try to change the wiring harness and i will pull the day time
running light relay to see if that fixes the issue. Seems to have worked for Will. Ronnie
answered 2 years ago. Has anyone installed a new battery since their melting connector issue
started? If so did the problem continue? I have not installed a new battery in teh car for about 3
years now. Ok i swapped out the pigtail connector on the passenger headlight and yeah super
burned out. The bulb was still good. So far so good. Lights only come on in the dark at full
brightness not dim. I will check back in a couple of months to let you know if the fix still worked.
Michael answered 2 years ago. My headlights come on fine when I unlock the car with the
remote. Then when I start the car, the low beam on the driver side goes out, high beams are
fine. It is not the bulb since it works with the remote, just when I start it. Any ideas??? Same
issue with my Malibu. My passenger side went out and I switched the bulb and 2 days later went
out again. It's been over a month now and no issues. JoeyC answered 2 years ago. Same
problem here with my Malibu AND impala drivers low beam on both. From this point on, I'll be
asking about the headlights when I purchase a car. Tonight, I'll pull the DRL relay and fuse. If
that doesn't fix it, I'll replace the battery. But I'm doubtful that it is the battery. Michael - The light
that comes on when you unlock your car is not the low beam bulb. They are two different bulbs.
I believe its the hi-beam bulb. If the connector is burned out and the bulb is good you probably
have the same issue i did with the DRL relay. If your light doesn't work now pulling the relay will
not help. So far my car is good with no headlight issue after i changed the pigtail and bulb, then
pulling the DRL relay. MaliWho answered 2 years ago. This Malibu is my worst nightmare Now
headlights have gone out three times in less than 2 years! Next couple of times my son did the
bumper pull and replaced They advised me to contact GM and see if they could reimburse me
something out of good faith. Next car will be a Lexus or another Infiniti! GuruBX3SB answered 2
years ago. I've got a Malibu LT, changed low beam bulbs couple times both sides. About 2
months ago passenger high beam went out, month ago driver side high beam went out. Waiting
for a low beam to go out now to replace all at one time to take the front end apart just once. One
more time! Seems like all are having same problem!! I have and have replaced twice in last 2

months and God forbid they make it easy to replace a bulb on this model. Does anyone else
having this issue have corrosion on their battery terminal?? Mine does and I'm thinking about
replacing battery to see if it will resolve the problem!! My lights no longer run during the day
since i pulled the DRL relay but they still come on automatically when it gets dark.
Amhermshawn answered 2 years ago. DRL seems to be the issue. It says in the owner's manual
that DRL reduces the light output of the headlights for daytime running. Pull your DRL relay
relay 48 on a model ,replace your pigtails if they're already failed,and you shouldn't ever have
this problem again. GuruB1CSP answered 2 years ago. A few years later, a head light went out.
That is when I learned you have to pull the front end off the vehicle to change the bulb. That was
a learning experience! I probably changed 4 or 5 more before I sold the car in always changing
both to be safe since I had it apart. I have spent hundreds of dollars on bulbs. That really didn't
end there as I sold it to my daughter and her husband. I recently changed a burned headlight for
the second time for them I just thought they were faulty headlight bulbs. This time I removed the
front end and took it to my mechanic. After looking at it, he explained there was a grounding
issue by design and to get two new wiring harnesses O'reilly's for the headlights. I did, and had
two of them that were no good! Finally after going through 4 of them made in China I finally got
two to work. I am so tired of taking the front off the car although I can do it in about 10 minutes
now. Since it is a LTZ, I may disable the running lights as an extra precaution. It is a very good
car other than that even with K miles, but I hope they trade it soon! By the way my sister bought
a Chevy Malibu LT about the same time as I did and has never had a headlight go out Will has
the correct diagnosis. It is a design flaw with the daytime running lights. This massive amp draw
is too much for the little terminals in the plug,so they get super hot and melt the plastic plug
and the metal terminals relax from the heat and stop making good contact,which worsens the
amp draw problem. Disable your DRL daytime running lamps by removing the DRL relay from
the fuse box 48 in a Malibu fuse box next to the battery, driver's side,check your owner's
manual to be sure. Amps determine what gauge thickness of wire you should use to prevent
overheating from too much resistance. That's less than one third!!! How much amp draw must
the bulb and wiring handle to allow the bulb to work? Remember,fifty percent voltage doubles
the amp draw,and this system drops the voltage below one third!!! Daytime running lamp
system is a major design flaw!!!! I can't believe it passed GM Quality Control,and for several
years,at that!!! Disable your DRL system,the lights will still work normally when you cut them
on. Ebeard4 answered 2 years ago. Thanks so much Amhermshawn! Cheers Euell. Steve
answered 2 years ago. Wack hard and it comes back. Multiple bulbs a year. Removing half the
front bumper to replace too.. Defrost has died, cigarette lighter port died. Both door speakers
stopped working Daniel answered 2 years ago. My LTZ has recently been having intermittent
passenger headlight outages. I accidentally discovered that they seem to work correctly when I
use the remote start feature, but then when I insert the key and turn the switch on, the
passenger light goes out. Somebody explain that to me. FWIW, I had them replaced by a shop
about 18 months ago when a friend noticed that the passenger light was out. I used to thing the
same thing about my headlight. Use the remote start feature and look at which light bulb is
actually on it should be the high beam bulb, not the low beam bulb. Compare which light come
on with the working headlight. You have the DRL issue that we all have. Read the above threads
to find out more. Usually replacing you headlight connectors pigtails and removing the DRL
relay fuse 48 in the battery compartment fixes the issue. I did this in my car over a month ago
and it fixed mt issue. I also have a Malibu. Tasha answered 2 years ago. Same here. Passenger
side headlight has went out every other month or so. The last time I was getting it change you
have to take the bumper off it popped back on. It went out again yesterday. Micheal answered 2
years ago. Tasha read above for fix to your issue. I had the same issue and i replaced the relay
connectors pigtails and pulled the DRL relay located in the fuse box 48 next to your battery and
my issue was fixed. It was easy to do and fixed my issue. Lynn answered 2 years ago. Put a zip
tie around the connector. That fixed my problem. It was a Loose connection. I don't know how
to do it myself. I hope it works. RickS answered about a year ago. I have a Chevy Malibu with the
same issues. A year ago I actually had a bulb burn out and found out how much fun it was to
change. I replaced both low beam bulbs. A month ago the passenger low beam bulb went out. I
removed the bulb and noticed it wasn't burned out so I put in the old bulb and it worked for
about a week. It went out again. Repeat process. The driver's side went out then the passenger
side. I wish I knew that this was a common problem and read all of these posts before swapping
bulbs all those times. I would have fixed it properly the first time and saved lots of hours. All
lights are working. I will keep you posted if I have other issues. RickS So far so good with my
headlights. I have a few months now with no issues and i'm hoping it stays that way.
GuruC2D19 answered about a year ago. Found a broken ground wire. It was broke inside the
insulationâ€”no outside indication as to where the wire was separated. Purchased in Jan Have

changed low beams 5 to 6 times. Only thing I see that maybe the real problem. When turning the
ignition on to start low beams come on, then while starting, low beams go off, then after engine
turns over and begins running. Thinking maybe a CCA cold cranking amps power surge is
getting to low beam bulbs. How to disconnect the ignition switch wire from starting circuit and
low beam lamps?? Gorgeouz answered about a year ago. We all need to file a cpmplaint
because this ridiclous Sounds like you need to do what i did. Replace the headlight connectors
again if they are burnt out, and pull the DRL relay 48 in the fuse box next to the battery. So far
so good with this fix in my '08 malibu. No more burned pigtails headlight connectors. People
here have tried this fix and so far so good. Since you replaced it so many times, you might as
well try this fix. Tasha answered about a year ago. I need clarity. I replaced the pigtails and
bulbs, pulled fuse 48 and 46 which were the DRL fuses but my daylights still come on. Are the
supposed to still be coming on? I assumed with the fuses removed, I'd had to manually turn
them on. Also, I did this about about almost a month ago and so far so good. Tasha - yes your
day time running lights will still come on. The DRL fuse 48 only limits the power going to your
headlights. If you leave your lights on auto they will come one when it's dark and turn off when
it is bright outside. Hope this helps. Kerns17 answered about a year ago. I have a malibu and
the passenger low beam keeps going out Glen answered about a year ago. I've had the same
issue and what I've come to realize is that even after changing the pig tails the bulb itself isn't
being held in very tightly by the side slots and it wiggles away ever so slightly from the
connector. I'm unsure if this is an issue with the makers cause the original seemed to have a
more heavy duty slot holder for the bulb but due to the connector melting I had no choice but to
change it. DoItURself answered about a year ago. GuruLMZ1H answered about a year ago. At
togas and most of the other people, check your module by the feet rest on the passenger side.
Look up my youtube channel weekend wrenches. Chloe answered about a year ago. I am having
the same issue with my Malibu and need answers. My headlights on both sides only work
sometimes, almost as if there is a shortage. I can turn it on a million times and it may or may not
turn the lights on. It has to be a recall problem. Holli Jo answered about a year ago. I am having
the same Low Beam "shortage" issue with my Malibu! For awhile, 1 light was out. Brights
worked, but that's no good for oncoming traffic. I just had my bulbs changed less than a year
ago, and figured that couldn't be the case. That was knocked completely out of game when they
both decided to come back on! Today they've gone from both working, back to 1 working. Is
that a safe thing to do? Will it cause any other issues in the future having that fuse out?
Amhermshawn answered about a year ago. Pulling relay 48 out to disable the daytime running
light system is safe. This is something they weren't designed for. Halogen bulbs draw a huge
amount of amps under normal conditions,so if you drop voltage, amperage has to go way up to
compensate. This causes a ton of heat,which ends up melting the plastic electrical plugs and
causing the lights to go out,even if the bulbs are still good. GuruS7Y4P answered about a year
ago. Six weeks later, driver's side light is out. GOV so we can get a recall on the Chevy Malibu.
GuruHW answered about a year ago. I have the malibu and the pigtail connector for the dim
headlamp continues to melt. All the components except the harness were replaced. My
driver-side low beam just went out again exactly two weeks after replacement. Chevrolet's
claim? People complain about it on the internet but not to Chevrolet. That's Chevy's way of
saying that until there's a recall, they don't care. Gaylen answered about a year ago. Since GM
apparently is not willing to issue a recall on their inferior product, I suggest either purchasing
another brand of automobile or just use your Malibu as a daytime vehicle, unless your are in
Canada where DRL is required! I have a Malibu that I use as a tow vehicle behind a motorhome
and use mostly for day time use. Guru1VC78 answered about a year ago. Hey, I know this topic
is old, but I was having the same issue, several times, after a lot of fiddling, zipties, and even a
hose clamp, I actually took a good look at the connector. Mechanic or previous owner had
obviously used a rotary tool to take off some plastic so they could use a bulb of the right ratings
but with a different connection type. Works fine, but it's going to suck when I do need a new
bulb! Guru1HWL6 answered about a year ago. Goign to try pull the DRL relay and replace the
wiring harness and bulbs. Hopefully that will do the trick! Ruben answered about a year ago. I
just put in my complaint to WWW. If you have not, please do so. Let's get this taken care of,
because it's one thing that pisses me off. Money wasted! I did too. I got a response July 30
basically saying it's under review. More people need to do this! GuruWWL3 answered about a
year ago. I recently got a Malibu July 13, Two weeks later the passenger headlight was out.
Since I had to have the light changed I decided to buy two and have them both changed, no
point in tearing it all apart for a second time or so I thought. Last night I noticed the passenger
side is not working again. I was in an online chat with Chevy but the rep just kept saying I
needed to take it to a Chevy Dealer to have them inspect it. I don't have money to pay Chevy to
tell me what I have found to be the problem by reading here. The only way to get this issue on a

recall list is by reporting it. I was told they have some complaints but not enough yet to classify
it as a recall need. Please report this issue if you are experiencing the same problem. Cole
answered about a year ago. I have replaced the pigtails twice, pulled 46 not 48 DRL fuse, and I
am still experiencing this problem. I did not know 48 needed to be pulled as well; however, just
from pulling 46, my headlights no longer run during the day, so could 48 be affecting it even
though the headlights don't run during the day? My next and final step is to replace the pigtail
again and pull If the pigtail gets fried again, I might just lose my mind. GuruNBVS9 answered
about a year ago. Our keeps going out as well. We replaced the bulb at least every 6 months.
Now we are having another problem. We must hit the headlights to make low beam work. Both
sides. Ive also noticed lots of other cars same make and model with only one head light
working. Chevy Malibu. Terrance answered about a year ago. Going back together knowing it
wont be the last. I feel you alls pain. Grizz answered about a year ago. It has km or bout miles.
Bought it bout year ago and have replaced both sides low beams 8 months ago with hi end
Sylvania and drivers side again today. Those have a bad rep for short life as they burn hotter.
Took bout 15 min to change the the one side. Sockets are good when checked today. I like the
idea of tape over dash sensor to let them run all time to protect the socket but will burn bulb
sooner. Alternative to go onto Amazon or eBay and get a wiring harness extension that plugs
into your harness before it melts with short extension that is high heat compatible. Gary
answered about a year ago. Jerry answered about a year ago. For all that's wondering why they
headlight keeps going out. I been having this same issue with mine's as well. I have found out
that the bulb gets so hot, it melts the 2 grounds 2gether at the base. No matter how many time's
i change the wires. It continues 2 melt the same way JameseDaBeast answered about a year
ago. I have a Chevy Malibu LT. And I am witnessing the same problems with my low beams.
Playgroundjr answered about a year ago. Been free from problems since May Anthony
answered about a year ago. I'm also going to try these steps above about pulling the relays and
changing the bulbs LED and connectors. I would encourage others to file a complaint as well.
GuruKC1X5 answered about a year ago. I removed the fuse for the daytime running lights. Your
manual should indicated which fuse that is. I actually like it better. Lights tie off and on
automatically depending on light rather then being on all day. Is that correct? If so, it seems like
removing the fuse will help with issue during the day, but during night driving, there would still
be an issue. It seems like this would prolong the lights but not completely prevent them from
premature burnout. The LED bulbs that were suggested a few posts up appear to only use 30
watts rather than 55 watts like most halogen bulbs, so i'm wondering if BOTH removing the fuse
and using these LED bulbs would even further prolong burnout? What do you think? I have a I
don't even know how long I've been having this problem at this point, but it is beyond
frustrating. I tried changing to "lamer" halogens; they worked for some time, but are, once
again, both out. I don't know how this hasn't become a recall issue. Maybe more people need to
report to WWW. Additionally, how many car repair facilities are making bank from changing
"burnt" bulbs that aren't actually shot at all?! Mines lasted 8 months, with the suggestion of
pulling the DRL fuse and changing the pigtails. They are out again now. Longest its went
without going out. I have a 04 Malibu LTZ and I have replaced my low beam passenger side bulb
at least 3 times over the past 5 months. This seems to also be common. GuruPW6SW answered
about a year ago. Only way to fix the problem, trade or sell your Malibu! Wish i would have done
my homework before buying!!! Boogie answered about a year ago. Has anyone tried manually
turning the lights off every time you get in the car? It was nice being part of this thread. I had
the same problem just like everyone here. Took that bumper off at least times. What fixed mine
was changing the pigtails and replacing the low beam lights with LED headlights. For some
reason, the manufacture lights burn to hot and they short out the pigtails. After switching to the
LED's, I have not had any problems. It's been a year. Hopes this helps someone. Crtaylorla57
answered about a year ago. I am dealing with my 5th time with the right headlight out Next time
you change your bulb, check the pigtail connector where the H11 bulbs fits. For some reason,
those bulbs burn too hot. Change out the pigtails. And then change the H11 headlamps to LED.
They plug into the same connector as the H Their brighter, and they have mini fans built in each
one. Have not had any trouble from my headlights since. Somebody told me they replaced
harnace with a none metal harnace because it caused electric interference. Has anyone figured
out the issue here yet? Changed harness amd bulb. Driver side works when it wants. Some
days it goes on most it stays off. Guru26ND7 answered 11 months ago. I have a Chevrolet
Malibu my headlight is out right I have to replace once a month on both side. Gaylen answered
11 months ago. As of this writing, seems to have resolved the problem with the inferior wiring
problem on the Chevrolet malibu. Tarneshia answered 10 months ago. OMG can i just set my
malibu on fire , i am so tired of this headlight. Playgroundjr answered 10 months ago. These
LED lights have small fans installed in them. Hopes this helps. Gaylen answered 10 months ago.

Have had same problem with passenger side low beam headlight on a Malibu, changed socket
and grounded it to negative side of battery. So far no problem! Guru66DRS answered 10 months
ago. Have a malibu that just started having the same issue. On my 3rd time replacing the bulb i
noticed the connector u plug the bulb into was melted. Just got done replacing that and 15 min
later it's out again. Sounds like disconnecting the relay should work. Like others have said GM
should be ashamed of not only putting a product like this out, but of doing it over and over for
at least 4 years. And to top it all off they don't even issue a recall? I'll pull the relay Seems to be
the major issue. Thanks to all of you who helped out here with this problem. I will update if the
suggestions don't work but im pretty hopeful they will. I pulled the relay. It only stops the
headlights from coming on in the daytime. What remedied the issue for me was ordering both
sides of the headlight pigtails connectors from an auto parts store, installing them, and
replaced the lowbeams with LED's. Have not had an issue since. Just saying, It really works!
Guru3G3FS answered 7 months ago. All the front lights keep going out. One after another. Like
every 6 months. Several hundred dollars a year. Just to exchange bulbs. Five months ago. I
need a solution. Reading all these messages it sounds like pigtail connectors, whatever that is,
may be solution. Babyblues answered 6 months ago. Omg I. Having the same problem with my
Malibu, thought my passenger low beam was blown so bought new one and took my front end
apart my self just to find out the bulb wasn't even blown. I can't afford to keep taki g my car
apart and fixi g the same problem. And to top it off getting pulled over for head light out. How do
I file a complaint? Gaylen answered 6 months ago. Had same problem, change plug pig tail , ran
groung wire back to negative side of battery and no more problem!! If it does recur my next
solution will be to discontinue purchasing GM products with their inferior cheap wiring!! Buck
answered 5 months ago. Same issue here chevy malibu except it's driver's headlight. Andrew
answered 5 months ago. First attempt replaced the headlight socket with a pigtail Socket also
seemed to start melting shortly after replacing the old light which lasted about a month.. I
assume the 3rd wire is the ground and is also part of why the socket keeps melting.. Holli Jo
answered 3 months ago. Tried telling the mechanic it wasn't the bulbs I've done the I changed
my light about 6 times now and i also changed out the pig tails they work for a min then back to
the drawing board i gotten 4 tickets behind this and it ain't coo. The car Chevy Malibu will crank
but not start. Its been this way for three months and its the only vehicle I
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